4t60e transmission diagram

GM introduced a transverse front-wheel drive configuration automatic transmission with
overdrive in It was known as the T4. It was hydraulically shifted and controlled, with the only
electronically controlled component being the torque converter clutch solenoid â€” just like the
3-speed automatic C that was available for the Pontiac Fiero. The T4 differed from the C in one
major aspect besides the fact the T4 had an overdrive gear; it also had a vacuum modulator that
controlled line pressure. On the C, both line pressure and shift points are controlled by the
throttle valve TV cable aka: kickdown cable. The TV cable on the T4 only controls shift points.
The individual gear ratios in the T4 are as follows: 1 st The T4 was available with the following
differential ratios: 2. The drive chain attaches the input shaft to the rest of the transmission
clutches, gears, and shafts, so a change in the chain sprocket ratio will impact all gears which
will affect the overall final drive ratio. And the overall final drive ratio of your transmission will
be the same as the differential gear ratio. If you had this chain sprocket ratio and a 3. The T4
was offered with the standard GM FWD bell housing bolt pattern, which means it would directly
bolt up to both engines that were offered stock in the Fiero. Swapping this transmission into a
Fiero requires different mounts and axles than the stock Fiero C used, but off-the-shelf parts
can be purchased to make this swap work. If you have done an engine swap using something
other than a stock Fiero engine and have relocated the engine in relation to its location side to
side in the car , these axles may not be the correct length for your swap. Some Cadillac
applications used a viscous converter clutch VCC instead of the conventional torque converter
clutch all other applications used. The Viscous clutches allowed some slippage all the time
when applied and GM had several issues with this system. It is advisable to steer clear of the
VCC versions of this transmission whenever possible to avoid these potential problems. The
4TE was introduced in and eventually replaced the 4T The 4TE is electronically shifted by way of
two computer controlled shift solenoids , thus it does not have a kickdown cable. Because of
this, the 4TE cannot be used with a stock Fiero engine unless you get some kind of stand-alone
transmission controller. Changing the differential in a 4TE is simple in caparison, since all you
need to do is remove the differential housing cover and a snap-ring. However, in model year,
GM experimented with a fine pitch differential gear which were cut in the opposite direction that
they had problems with. All fine-pitch final drive gear sets reverse and standard direction cut
had slightly different ratios than the earlier regular pitch design. These ratios are: 2. The heavy
duty versions of these transmissions received a larger differential, a roller bearing to support
the differential where it rode in the differential housing cover, and a larger spline passenger side
CV axle shaft. Non-HD versions had a smaller differential, non-roller differential to housing
cover bearing, and used the standard size passenger side CV axle shaft. Early versions of the
4TE only had one torque converter clutch solenoid, and some did not have a transmission fluid
temperature sensor. Models that only had one torque converter clutch solenoid relied on an
accumulator in the valve body to cushion converter clutch apply. Later models deleted this
accumulator and instead used a second torque converter clutch solenoid which was pulse
width modulated PWM to control the apply and release rate of the converter clutch. So it is
advisable to steer clear of these systems if you have the choice. Later on in some applications,
GM introduced a new converter clutch control strategy function into their PCMs. This new
strategy allowed the converter clutch to slip some at all times vs. The lining of the torque
converter clutch was changed to accommodate for the constant slip strategy. So make sure you
match the correct torque converter and torque converter clutch to the PCM converter clutch
control strategy and version of 4TE transmission you are using. The 4TE ceased production
after model year. The 4TE was first introduced in the model year and eventually replaced the
4TE. The 4TE had many more electronic components than the 4TE. A computer-controlled
pressure control solenoid force motor was introduced to control line pressure which replaced
the vacuum modulator the 4TE used, an input speed sensor was added, a pressure switch
manifold that monitored various gear and converter clutch fluid circuits on the valve body was
added, and only one torque converter clutch solenoid was used and it was PWM. The 4TE was
available with the same chain sprocket ratios as the 4TE. Earlier versions of the 4TE
transmission had an external gear position switch which was part of the neutral safety switch
that bolted onto the transmission under where the gear shift cable arm hooks up, just like the
4TE had. This switch tells the PCM what position the shifter is in. But around model year, GM
started offering some of these transmissions with an internal gear position switch called an
Internal Mode Switch, or IMS which moved this function inside of the transmission. The IMS
wiring passed through the main transmission connector while the external gear position switch
had its own connector. An important and critical design change was introduced in the model
year. GM revised the pressure switch manifold assembly and removed many of the pressure
switches from it. The older PCMs need to see the signals from these internal gear pressure
switches in order to properly control the shift adapts and other functions within the PCM. The

pressure control solenoid operating strategies were changed as well. Two different diameter
torque converters were used in these transmissions. The smaller mm converters were used in
standard duty applications. And the larger mm converters were used in all heavy duty and some
standard duty applications. These transmissions had different valve bodies and specific PCM or
TCM programming that allowed the transmission to be shifted manually by pushbutton or
paddleshifter controls. Doing so could result in transmission damage. As far as overall strength
of each of the transmissions discussed in this article is concerned, all three are similar.
Elsewhere on this website there information about CV axles and explains what parts you might
be able to use to build your own. Check out: A wealth of information about the 4TE, aftermarket
transmission parts, and a performance rebuilding service can be found at: Back to Tech Page.
More Information. Restores reverse engagement boost pressure. No machining required.
Restores line pressure boost. This is a direct replacement part. Sonnax K This is a direct
replacement part. Restored correct alignment of the pump slide to the pump housing. These are
direct replacements for lost or damaged retainers. These are direct replacements for lost or
damaged E-rings. This plate is to be used with the OEM stamped steel side cover. Prevents
torque converter shudder and corrects codes No Machining required. Reamer RM is required.
Corrects code , falls out of lockup when hot. Restores hydraulic circuit integrity. Tool TL is also
required. Corrects erratic or temperature sensitive shifts. Corrects low reverse pressure and
shift flare. Machining Required. Tool TL2 is also required. Corrects code , falls out of lock up
when hot. Machining required. Corrects rattling noise when the transmission is in park. Falls
out of lock-up when hot, torque converter shudder, torque converter overheats, soft shifts, poor
line rise and excessive endplay. Falls out of lock-up when hot, torque converter shudder, torque
converter overheats, soft shifts, poor line rise and excessive end play. Tool for valve K More
Information. Toggle navigation. Special Deals and Coupons! Core Exchange Policy. Each part
ought to be placed and connected with different parts in specific manner. If not, the
arrangement will not function as it ought to be. So as to make sure that the electrical circuit is
built properly, 4L60E Transmission Wiring Diagram is needed. How can this diagram assist with
circuit building? The diagram provides visual representation of a electric arrangement. On the
other hand, the diagram is a simplified variant of the structure. This makes the process of
building circuit easier. This diagram provides information of circuit components in addition to
their placements. The first element is emblem that indicate electric element from the circuit. A
circuit is generally composed by numerous components. The other thing that you will see a
circuit diagram would be traces. Lines in the diagram show exactly how every element connects
to a another. The order is also not plausible, unlike wiring schematics. Diagram only shows
where to put component in a place relative to other components inside the circuit. Even though
it is simplified, diagram is a great basis for anyone to construct their own circuit. One thing you
have to learn before reading a circuit diagram is the symbols. Every symbol that is exhibited on
the diagram shows specific circuit element. The most common elements are capacitor,
resistorbattery. Additionally, there are other components like floor, switch, motor, and inductor.
It all depends on circuit that is being constructed. Occasionally, the wires will cross. But, it does
not mean connection between the wires. Injunction of 2 wires is usually indicated by black dot
to the junction of 2 lines. Colours are also used to differentiate wires. Ordinarily, there are two
main sorts of circuit links. The first one is known as series connection. Because of the electrical
current in each and every component is comparable while voltage of this circuit is total of
voltage in every component. Parallel link is more complex compared to string one. Unlike in
string connection, the voltage of every component is similar. This circuit includes branches that
are passed by distinct electric current amounts. The present joins together when the branches
meet. There are several things that an engineer needs to look closely at when drawing wirings
diagram. First of all, the symbols used in the diagram ought to be accurate. It must represent
the specific component necessary to build a planned circuit. After the symbol is wrong or
unclear, the circuit will not work since it is supposed to. Meanwhile, the negative source symbol
is place below it. The current flows in the left side to right. In addition to that, diagram drawer is
suggested to restrict the number of line crossing. The line and part placement should be
designed to minimize it. Since you can begin drawing and interpreting 4L60E Transmission
Wiring Diagram may be complicated task on itself. The information and ideas which have been
elaborated above ought to be a wonderful kick start, though. Each component should be set
and connected withâ€¦. True Freezer T 49F Wiring Diagram â€” true freezer model t 49f wiring
diagram, true freezer tf wiring diagram, true t 49 freezer wiring diagram, Every electrical
arrangement is composed of various distinct parts. Each part should be placed and linked to
different parts inâ€¦. Pool Pump Wiring Diagram â€” v pool pump wiring diagram, century pool
pump wiring diagram, hayward pool pump wiring diagram, Every electrical arrangement
consists of various different parts. Each part ought to be placed and linked to other parts in

particular manner. If not, theâ€¦. Related Post to 4L60E Transmission Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv
Wiring Diagram 7 Way Rv Wiring Diagram â€” 7 way camper plug wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat
blade trailer side wiring diagram, 7 way rv flat blade wiring diagram, Every electric structure is
composed of various diverse pieces. Aprilaire Wiring Diagram. This Chevrolet Lumina came in
with a transmission shifting complaint. The customer had a transmission issue and had a used
transmission installed. I verified the complaint on a test drive and found that this car had no 1st
or 4th gear. With the scan tool hooked up, I looked for any set codes and none were found. My
next step was to verify the transmission fluid level, which was correct. My next test was to use
the scan tool and try to command shift solenoid A, shift solenoid B, and the TCC solenoid while
listening for an audible click. I could only hear the TCC solenoid operating. Seems like we have
a power issue to pin E. I pulled off the connector at the transmission and inspected both halves
of the connector for any corrosion or damage. Then I tested for power on pin A and E. Both pins
had power. With the transmission connector still unplugged, I used my test light from battery
positive to both shift solenoid control terminals F and G while commanding both solenoids with
my scan tool. My test light lit up when commanding each shift solenoid. I now know that my
power side and ground side are working correctly and that the problem is internal. I hooked my
low amp probe around the shift solenoids power wire and commanded both solenoids just to
check and see if I had any shorted solenoids. I found that there was no current flowing through
either of the shift solenoid circuits. At this point I either have a broken wire, backed out
terminal, unplugged connector, two bad shift solenoids, or a combination of two problems
behind the transmission side cover. I then proceeded to remove the side cover to inspect
inside. With the cover off I found a few extra items and a few items missing. In there were 2
different 4T60E available. The old design and the new design. This car was suppose to have the
old design but the used transmission that was installed was the new design. Only the TCC
command terminal was the same. The TCC solenoid was also able to receive power on this car
but if the transmission problem was the opposite car that is suppose to have new style trans
but had old style installed , it would not have had power. This is why the TCC worked when
commanded with the scan tool. This car needed the right transmission installed. This manual is
focused on advanced beginners and intermediate users. Advanced users would also find this
manual very handy. The main focus of the manual is on scope usage, interpreting waveforms,
and utilizing your graphing scan tool s. Great guide for Snap-On Modis, Versus, and Vantage
Pro users but the manual is designed for all automotive scopes in mind. This great resource
includes useful charts and tables, scope waveforms, graphing scan tool testing tips and tricks,
along with scope test lead and low amp probe test hook up location diagrams. Other component
testing includes fuel pumps, coils, starters, blower motors, and fuel injectors. Tricks include
two test lead hook-ups to diagnose how many coils and which cylinder coils are bad, even
before the customer knows! I have a 93 I need to replace the tranny and want to buy a core to
rebuild to minimize down time. Any ideas? If you can please call me Derick. When I switched out
the solenoids in my 94 Buick century series. Is there a deeper problem then just the solenoids?
Before I switched solenoids i had no 1st or 4th. After I switched them one was bad others
looked fine. When we replaced the solenoids the one on the top left a small plunger came out
but when we replaced the others none of them had this so I am wondering if this is the problem
why it will not shift into 1st. I have a problem with reverse if I dont give to much gas reverse
works fine the more gas I give it it seems like it goes out of gear. I was thinking perhaps since
reverse is about the lowest gear in the car that maybe the rev limiter was kicking in as that is
what it felt like,like shutting down fuel flow intermitantly.. Fluyid been swapped out every year
religiously. I have a chevy lumina and the transmission wont shift into reverse or 3rd. I have
recently pulled motor and tranny out of a 3. I have ran into a little issue hooking in wiring 0f the
93 into the The plug that hooks into the front of the tranny that runs the solenoids is different.
The 90 has a 5 pin plug and the 93 has a 7 pin plug. Is it possible to get a wiring diagram for
both plugins. That would possibly allow me to cut out the shift solenoids that are used on this
tranny. In a hard spot thanks fro your help. I have a 95 lumina I have a 96 park ave. My wants to
tcc lock even in second gear and soon as possible. I put a solenoid kit in it. There are no
coogergatinns that I know of, but there are groups that have monthly meetings. Overall, I think
that many people here are unknowingly humanist, but generally they do not overtly support
humanist beliefs. My last transmission went out so I put in aIi hope a good used one it wants to
tcc lock even in second gear and soon as possible. Both transmission act the same. I put a
solenoid kit and seals in it before I installed it. I recently purchased a 93 luminaries 3. Wont shift
into fourth or overdrive however you want to put it. Any suggestions? Thanks in advance. Vin
number is 94 lumina euro sport 4t60e tranny date on the door says 93 r the tranny solenoids
under the tranny pan or where r they located. I have a 95 pontiac trans sport with 4t60e trans.
Sometimes if I pull over turn of the car for a brief minute, when it starts back up everything

works fine. Transmission do what they are told and if you have a glich in your CPU they act
funny. BUTTT with the speedometer all over the place that probably means its something else
needs to be fixed or replaced besides reflashing the CPU I think the speedometer fault is telling
the CPU the wrong info in the first place. What you think about that? Thanks berat buat infonya.
Saya sempat panik liat tulisan di token saya. Saya tinggal di luar negeri dan saya tidak bisa
membayangkan harus balik ke indonesia hanya untuk urusan token ini. Sekali lagi terima kasih
banyak. God bless. Wie toll das aussieht! A vac leak will make it shift erratic, or not shift it all. I
have a chevy lumina. When u first take off the transmission will not shift. You can stop and put
it in park usually once sometimes twice and it will finally shift. What can this be? Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Notify me of new posts by email. Your Name required. Your Email required.
Your Message. Comments I personally do not know that answer to that. If it has power on A and
E it would be the older version. Transmissions issues like this need a lot more diagnostic data
to come to a conclusion. What testing did you do? That was the valve that you most likely saw. I
need much more trans data to help but it sounds like a mechanical or fluid issue. All depends.
Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Drop me a line. At the
same time, we note that there is no possibility to change gears manually in the gearbox, and
there is only a special sports mode, which resets the transmission and allows the engine to spin
up to maximum speed. The weak point of automatic gearbox 4T65E is bearings, which can come
into disrepair already on the run at â€” thousand kilometers. As a rule, when the car gets this
operational kilometer there is a need of major repair of gearbox. The major repair is a certain
complexity due to the need to dismantle the gearbox from the car and carrying out repair works
on the special stand. In some cases, it can be observed oil leaking out of the defective gaskets.
In this case, the repair of gearbox consists in replacement of the rubber gaskets and cleaning
the oil. Quite often there are problems with drum clutch which at aggressive driving burns
quickly and needs to be replaced. Capacity: 6 liters for change, 10 liters dry fill. Most Popular.
Latest articles Transmission fluid change cost â€” how much? Transmission Flush â€” what is
it? Back to 4L60E page. Log In Username. Login Forgot Your Password? Forgot Your
Username? New Customer? Create an Account. My Account Orders list Wishlist Checkout.
Having problesms with your 4L60E automatic transmission, use this free information to assist
you in identification of the internal parts that you may need to repair your 4L60E automatic
transmission in following General Motors vehicles. Identify the parts you need for the 4L60E
tansmission and give us a call. A troubleshooting overhaul guide is also available to help you.
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